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Surah Al Alaq 
 
When you write what you learn, it helps you internalize the knowledge and we should also                
always try to see how we can apply each ayah to our lives. And now that Ramadan is coming,                   
we should tighten our belts, we should work harder for the blessings and guidance of Ramadan.                
Allah SWT has made it easy for us so we should work harder to achieve more and more. How                   
do we study the Quran - by listening, by understanding (word by word translations or tafsir) and                 
by applying it in our daily lives. This is the Haqq of the Quran and we should make it our                    
companion and not forsake it at all. 
 
To recap, yanha is being used to refer to Abu Jahl, or Abul Hakam, who is given this name                   
because of his ignorance. He forbade Nabi SAW for the best connection to Allah SWT, salah.  
 
Ayah 11 
This ayah starts with araita again, which is repeated thrice in this surah. If something is                
repeated in the Quran, we should pay attention because it’s important. In this case, all three                
ayahs speak about different things. It starts with the a which is the a of istifham, or of question,                   
implying didn’t you see when Allah SWT is speaking to the Nabi SAW, as it ends in the ta of                    
khitab or second person This also tells you that Allah SWT is aware of everything, that He                 
knows everything that is happening? 
 
The first araita was for Abu Jahl, but the second one is for the Nabi SAW. ala, here is a                    
preposition, and gives the feeling of above, isti’la. Huda means guidance, that knowing what to               
do, what to say and will continue to do so until the end (knowledge+application). It could be fi,                  
which is in guidance, but always in the arabic language, it is always ‘ala, which is on, or above.                   
This is because if you follow the guidance, you’ll be above, musta’lee bil haqq. Your position is                 
high. 
 



  
On the other hand, when people don’t follow guidance, Allah SWT refers to them in the Quran                 
as fi dhulumaat. It could imply that the person is surrounded in complete darkness. The               
darkness here is ignorance, misguidance, disobedience, shirk and sins etc. So this ayah says              
why would you disturb someone who is on the guidance?  
 
Prayer is ‘amal, based on the guidance from Allah SWT and this is what was annoying to Abu                  
Jahl. There are so many challenges like this in our lives when we follow the deen, and we feel                   
attacked for praying or doing the good deeds Islam asks us to. This is a test from Allah SWT to                    
make us stronger, to test our sincerity. When we follow Allah SWT’s instructions, this is what                
gives us honor. 
 
Ayah 12 
Aow implies the either or meaning. Amara bit taqwa - this person is not just on guidance, but                  
he’s also involved in the community. Amara - means he commands in the community with fear                
of Allah SWT. The other option is that he’s involved in the community but without the fear of                  
Allah SWT, without being righteous and good himself. Like in Surah Al Asr, it says to get out of                   
loss, we have to act on the belief that we have but we also advice either in truth and patience.                    
This is the remedy for success. 
 

 



 
 
 
The first few ayaat of this surah are about knowledge and the next few about ‘amal. If you learn                   
from morning to night, it might not bother people but when you start implementing it, that's when                 
it annoys them and this is because knowledge without implementation is of no benefit. So in                
this ayah, not only Nabi SAW doing the action but also calling others to do the same. This is                   
what we should be doing as well. 
 
Now taqwa, this is the main action of the heart. What he does is not command the actions of the                    
limbs, but the heart first because if the heart follows, then the limbs will automatically follow.                
Taqwa comes from wiqaya meaning precaution, barrier. For example, if you’re in a house where               
you’ve never been, and it’s in darkness and you have to pass through. So you’d need a map,                  
but also you’d be careful but if you don’t have a map, you’d be lost. This is sort of like taqwa -                      
that it is knowledge that makes you cautious about your actions. A muttaqi is careful about his                 
actions and his steps. He will always look back at his knowledge. So taqwa is also an action, but                   
it is an action of the heart - it means following Allah’s commands as well as denying your own                   
desires. 
 
Many times, when you care and try to correct someone who is following his desires blindly and                 
you try and counsel them, and they might say mind your own business or none of your business                  
but this is disliked to Allah SWT because you’re trying to ‘amara bit taqwa’, saalih wa muslih.                 
Good yourself but also trying to spread the good around you. Similarly, we should also be open                 
to nasiha when people tell or correct you. If someone tells you something with ittaqillah then we                 
should just accept it, take their advice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


